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SOME REMARKS ABOUT

MEASURABLE PARAMETRIZATIONS

ROMAN POL

Abstract. A result about measurable selections is derived from the classical

Yankov-von Neumann selection theorem which yields two theorems about parame-

trizations of analytic and Borel sets in the plane due to Cenzer and Mauldin [CM]

and Srivatsa [S], respectively.

1. Introduction. Our terminology follows [K]. Given a separable metrizable space

X, let 38(X) be the a-algebra of Borel sets in X, let @sf(X) be the a-algebra in X

generated by the analytic subsets of X, and let 3$jtf(X) ® Sd(X) be the a-algebra in

the square X X X generated by the rectangles V X W, where V g SSs/( X) and

W g SS( X). We denote by 2" the Cantor set and 7 = [0,1] is the unit interval. If

5 c X X Y, then S(x) = {y: (x, y) G S] is the vertical section of S at x.

The following two theorems were proved by D. Cenzer and R. D. Mauldin [CM]

and V. V. Srivatsa [S], respectively.

1.1. Theorem (Cenzer and Mauldin). Let A c 2" x 2" be an analytic set whose

each vertical section A(x) is uncountable. Then there exists a one-to-one map k of

2" X 2" into A such that:

(i) ifE G 36^(2") ® SS(2a), then both k(E) andk~\E) are in ®j¿(2u) ® @(2"),

and

(ii) for each x, k(x,- ) is a homeomorphism of'2" into {x} X A(x).

1.2. Theorem (Srivatsa). Let B c 7 X 7 be a Borel set whose each vertical section

B(x) is uncountable. Then there exists a one-to-one map k of I X I onto B such that:

(i) ifE G âSsf(2u) ® 3Û(2"), then both k(E) and k~\E) are in @s/(2u) X 3S(2W),

and

(ii) for each x, k(x, ■) is a Borel isomorphism of I onto {x} X B(x).

The aim of this note is to derive from the classical Yankov-von Neumann

selection theorem [D, Theorem 7] a proposition (Theorem 2.1) which easily yields

both of these theorems. In fact, the way we prove the theorems follows closely the

line of reasoning of Cenzer and Mauldin. However, while Cenzer and Mauldin used

some ideas of the proof of the Yankov-von Neumann theorem in their proof of

Theorem 1.1 (which made the proof rather involved and caused some obstacles to
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obtain the full strength of Theorem 1.2), we apply directly the Yankov-von Neu-

mann theorem to an appropriate function space.

1.3. Remark. It should be pointed out that Theorem 1.2 is a particular case of

some deep results of Srivatsa [S] concerning " Carathéodory parametrizations" of

sets in product spaces. However, in his proofs Srivatsa used some methods of the

"effective descriptive set theory".

It seems that the function space method we used in this note cannot be applied

directly to obtain these stronger results, the main difficulty being that one should

consider in that case function spaces on noncompact sets.

2. An application of the Yankov-von Neumann selection theorem. Let H(2") be the

space of homeomorphic embeddings of the Cantor set 2" into itself endowed with

the compact-open topology, which makes H(2") a separable, completely metrizable

space.

2.1. Theorem. Let A cz 2" X 2" be an analytic set whose each vertical section A(x)

is uncountable. Then there exists a 38s#'(2")-measurable map F: 2W -* H(2") such that

F(x)(2u)cz A(x) for each x G 2".

Proof. At first, following Lemma 5 of Cenzer and Mauldin [CM], we replace, in

some sense, the set A by a Gs-set B, closed in a Gs-subset 2" X P of 2" X 2".

Let w: 2" -» 2" X 2U be a continuous map such that for some Ga-set P c 2",

w(P) = A (to get w, consider a continuous function/ which maps a subspace of 2"

homeomorphic to irrationals onto A, consider the closure of the graph G(f) of /in

the space 2" X 2" X 2" and take as w the restriction to G(f) of the projection

parallel to the first axis, G(f) being homeomorphic to 2"). Let

w(x) = (u(x), v(x)),       B = {(u(x), r):reP).

The set B is relatively closed in 2" X P and

(1) for each x g 2", v maps B(x) onto A(x).

Let us put

(2) r = {(x, h) g 2" X H(2U):A(2W) c B(x), and v ° h g H(2u)},

and let us check that the set

(3) r is analytic and T(x) * 0 for* g 2".

Let us notice that the map v*: H(2U) ■-* C(2U, 2W), defined by the formula

(4) v*(h) = v ° h is continuous,

where C(2",2") is the space of continuous functions of the Cantor set into itself

endowed with the compact-open topology, and hence the set

G = {h g H(2"):Pofte H(2")} = (v*y\H(2")),

is Gs in H(2"). If Q is a countable, dense subset of P, then, given h g H(2"), the

inclusion /i(2") c B(x) means exactly that h(2") c P and for each q g Q, h(q) g

B(x), B(x) being closed in P. Thus

r =  D proj{(x, *, j)e2"x H(2") X 2": h g G,

h(2a) c P,(x,y) G B,y = h(q)).
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where proj is the projection parallel to the third axis, and hence T is an analytic set,

the sets on the right-hand side being analytic.

To see that T(x) # 0, choose (see (1)) a Cantor set C C B(x) such that the

restriction of v to C is one-to-one and take a homeomorphism h: 2U -* C; then

(x, /i)g r.

Let us apply now the Yankov-von Neumann selection theorem [D, Theorem 7] to

the analytic set T: there exists a âfo/(2w)-measurable map s: 2W -* H(2W) such that

(x, s(x)) g T for each x g 2". Since v* (see (4)) is continuous, the composition

v* ° s is á?.í/(2w)-measurable and therefore the map F(x) = v ° s(x) satisfies the

assertions of the theorem (cf. (1) and (2)).

The following corollary asserts a little bit more than Theorem 1.1.

2.2. Corollary. Let A c 2" X 2" and F: 2" -» H(2") Z>e> ai i« Theorem 2.1.

Define a map ¿: 2" X 2" -» A ty the formula

k(x,y) = (x,F(x)(y)).

Then, for each natural number n, if E G SSsf(2a) ® ^(2U), f/ie« ¿>oí/¡ &"(£■) a«í/

(fc")-1(£) /><?/ong io ä)jf(2u) ® ^(2"), k" being the nth iterate of k.

Proof. Fix a natural number n and put

u(x) = F"(x),        k"(x, y) = (x, u(x)(y)) = v(x, y);

(5) u: 2" -> H(2") is ^j/(2")-measurable,

being a composition of the ^Jï/(2w)-measurable map x -* (F(x),...,F(x)) and the

continuous superposition operation (hx,...,hn) -* hx°  ■••  ° hn.

Let V X W be a rectangle with V g £%s?(2") and W closed-and-open in 2W; since

Sds/(2") ® SSCI") is generated by such rectangles, it is enough to show that

(6) v~l(VxW)    and    v(V X W) areinS&s¿(2") ® 3S(2").

Let Kx, K2,... be the collection of all closed-and-open sets in 2" and let

H, = {/z g H(2<°): h(K,) c W}; since H, are open in H(2"), Et■= V n w_1(H,) g

ÛSsf(2u), by (5), and hence »^(F X IT) = U ,■£",■ X AT, g @s¿(2") ® ̂ (2").

The verification of the second part of (6) is also standard (cf. [K, p. 378; D,

Theorem 18; S, Lemma 3.4]).

Put E = v(V X W) and let P(G) be the projection of the set E n (2" X G) onto

the first axis for each open set G c 2". Let Q be a countable set dense in 2" and let

fq(x) = u(x)(q); since u(x) g H(2w) and fq are ^i/(2û,)-measurable (see (5)), the

set P(B) = V n Ui/^H-B): 9 g g n W) is in &ji/(2u). Now, if #„ is a finite open

cover of 2" by sets of diameter < X/n, and if we let En = U{P(G) X G: G g &n),

we get 7i = n„En, as the vertical sections E(x) = «(xXW7) are closed in 2", and

hence E g âSs/(2u) ® ^(2").

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. To make this note complete, we shall repeat a Schröder-

Bernstein type argument due to Cenzer and Mauldin [CM, Proof of Theorem 4] to

derive Theorem 1.2 from Corollary 2.2.
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Let B c 2" X 2" be a Borel set whose vertical sections B(x) are all uncountable,

let k: 2" X 2" -» B be the map described in Corollary 2.2, let

S0 = B\k(2" X2"),        T0= (2" X 2U)\B,

GO

S„ = k"(S0),        Tn = k"(T0),        D =  fi *"(2" X 2"),
« = i

and let

oc oo

77=7>U  \js„,        G=Ur„,
« = i « = i

,   . j z    if z G 77,

g(zj\A:(z)    ifzGG.

Since S„ T¡ and Z) are in SBsiCL") ® ^(2") (in particular, their vertical sections are

Borel), the map g is a @s/(2a) ® J'(2w)-isomorphism of 2" X 2" onto B such that

each g(x, ■) is a Borel isomorphism of 210 onto {x} X B(x). Of course, 2" can be

replaced here by 7, or by any other uncountable, separable complete metric

space—all of them being Borel isomorphic.

4. Comments.

4.1. R. D. Mauldin [M, Theorem 1] proved the following

Theorem (Mauldin). Let A c 2" X 2U be an analytic set such that the set

{x G 2": A(x) is uncountable} is uncountable. Then there exists a Cantor «/

C c proj A and a homeomorphism g of C X 2" into A such that g(x,- ): 2" -» {x ) X

A(x)for each x G 2W, proj being the projection onto the first axis.

Mauldin observed that this result yields immediately the following theorem of

Purves [P] : iff: X -» Y is a Borel map of an analytic set X such that f takes Borel sets

in X to Borel sets in Y, then the set {y g Y: f~l(y) is uncountable} is countable.

Let us notice that Theorem 2.1 yields easily the result of Mauldin, thus providing

also a simple proof of Purves' theorem (cf. also a remark made by B. V. Rao in

Math. Rev. 83c: 54027).

Let A be as in Mauldin's theorem; one can reduce easily the general case to the

case when all sections A(x) are uncountable. Let F: 2" -» H(2") be the map

described in Theorem 2.1. The map F being measurable with respect to the a-algebra

of sets open modulo first category sets, there exists a Cantor set Cc2" such that the

restriction of F to C is continuous [K, Chapter II, II]. Then the map g: C X 2" -» A

defined by g(x, y) = (x, F(x)(y)) is a required homeomorphism.

4.2. Our last remark is related to a problem stated in [CM 1, p. 88]; the referee has

kindly informed us that this proposition has been known to R. D. Mauldin since

about 1980.

Proposition. Let C c 2" X 2" be a coanalytic set whose each vertical section C(x)

contains topologically a Cantor set. Then there exists a one-to-one map f of 2" X 2"
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onto C such that:

(i) / and fl are measurable with respect to the a-algebra Al2 of the sets which are

simultaneously PC A and CPCA, and

(ii)f(x, ■): 2" -» {x} X C(x)isa3ësé(2")-isomorphismforeachx G 2".

Let us describe briefly the proof, omitting some standard details. Let

C* = {(x, h)<= 2"X H(2"):h(2")a C(x)}.

The set C* is coanalytic and hence, by the classical Kôndo Uniformization Theo-

rem, there exists a coanalytic set T c C* such that each section T(x) is a singleton.

Let

(*) p:rxH(2")^2"   and    q: 2" X H(2") -» H(2W)

be the projection onto the first axis and onto the second axis, respectively.

Let us put

M = (p X id)"1«:) c2"x2"

(id: 2" -* 2" is the identity), and let us consider a map

r£:fx2"«M   defined by k(t, y) = (t,q(t)(y)).

The map k is a 98si(Tx 2"))-isomorphism of 7x2" onto the set k(T X 2")

belonging to S8srf(TX 2") and, moreover, k takes Souslin sets (i.e. sets obtained

from closed sets by the operation (s/)[K, Chapter I, VII]) in the space 7 X 2" to the

Souslin sets in T X 2".

Therefore, the Schröder-Bernstein type argument due to Cenzer and Mauldin,

described in §3, applied to the map k and the coanalytic set M yields a

38s?(T X 2")-isomorphism g of T X 2U onto M, taking each vertical section {t ) X 2"

into itself. Now, if we put (cf. ( * ))

/ = ( p X id) ° g ° ( p X id)"1: 2" X 2" -» C,

we obtain a map satisfying the assertions of Proposition 4.2.
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